THIRD COMMITTEE: COMMERCIAL POLICY

AGENDA OF COMMITTEE IIIb

TWENTY EIGHTH MEETING

To be held, on Thursday, 8 January 1948, at 3.00 p.m.

SECTION C - SUBSIDIES

Proposed New Article


SECTION D - STATE TRADING


ARTICLE 30 - Non-Discriminatory Treatment (First Reading)

General

Proposal by Argentina to delete this Article (page 1, Item 1).

Paragraph 1 (a)

Proposal by the United Kingdom for drafting change in lines 8 and 9 (Item 2).

Note to Geneva Draft (interpretation of "privileges") (Item 3).

Paragraph 1 (b)

Proposal by the United Kingdom for drafting change (Item 5).

Note to Geneva Draft (interpretation of "commercial considerations") (Item 6).

Paragraph 1 - New Sub-Paragraph

Proposal by New Zealand for new sub-paragraph (Item 7).

Paragraph 1

Note to Geneva Draft (Marketing Boards) (Item 8, first two paragraphs).

Note to Geneva Draft (different prices in different markets) (Item 8 - third paragraph).

Paragraph 2

Proposal of Mexico to delete this paragraph (Item 9).

Note to Geneva Draft (interpretation of "goods") (Item 10).

/ARTICLE 31
ARTICLE 31 - Expansion of Trade

General
Proposal of Argentina to delete this Article (Item 12).

Paragraph 1 (b)
Proposal of the United States for drafting change (Item 13).

Paragraph 2
Proposal of Cuba for new sub-paragraph (Item 14).

Paragraph 3
Note to Geneva Draft (change of duty) (Item 15).

Paragraph 4
Note to Geneva Draft (price stabilization) (Item 16).

Paragraph 5
Proposal by Denmark for addition of proviso (Item 17).

Paragraph 6
Proposal by Switzerland for redraft (Item 18).
Proposal by Mexico to add "public service" (Item 19).
Note, and New Zealand reservation, to Geneva Draft (Item 20).